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The idea of d nearly perfect code in a vector space over a binary field is gencralised 
to the class of distance-rcguiar graphs, A necessary condition for the existence of il ncarfy 
perfect code in a distance-regular g aph is obtained, and it is shown thnt this condition 
impk the andogous rcnrlt in the classical binary case. 
I. introduction 
The idea of a perfect CWO~C has been genera&d to the class of dis- 
tance-tiansitive graphs by Riggs [ 11 and to metric association schemes 
by Defsarte [ 3]_ and both have proved a gencralisation of Lloyd’s theo- 
rem. Goethals and Snover [ 51 have given a defkritian of rtuar& /XV-~?CC 
binary codes and have shown that a result similar to Lloyd’s theorem 
holds for n&y perfect codes which are not perfect. ?Ve extend the die- 
finition of nearly perfect codes to the class of disbCrnce-rt?gu/ur graphs 
and prove a generalisation of the result of Goethals and Snover. 
The paper is arranged as follows: in Section 2, we develop some gen- 
eral theczry of codes in distance-regular g aphs; in Section 3 we define thre 
idea of nearly perfect and we gencraiise results about classical binary 
nearly perfect codes and also extend some of the properties of perfect 
codes to nearly perfect codes; Section 4 deals with the weight vector of 
a nearly perfect code; and finally in Section 5 we examine some infinitc 
families of distance-regular g aphs for the possible existence of nearly 
perfect E -codes, 2-codes and 3-codes. 
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2. Cdes ill distance-regular graphs 
This is imrnediatc frcm th 
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c;jsc i r (J. rl (14) cont;rins vertices at distance less than or equal to e from 
<‘ SCP 
Using k = c, + 0, + h, the result follows. 
COnsrder the cet T(.u) of vertices of I‘ at distance 67 + 1 from :a parti- 
ct_ttar code vortex u, we partition its elements into two classes: 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.3 and 1 Tp(u)J = k,, 1 - I T,(u)l. 
k. 
rcrc 1 +k+k*+ .. . + k, + (kc/[ k/c,,+1 ])(?I,fC,+~ -..- fhe/cc+: ] )) G 1 W!. 
3. Nleariy perfect cocks 
C’adc~ satisfying the bound of Theorem 25 with eqtiatity arc called 
~~~~~~~~~ p: .F$&v. In the case of binary nearly pxfect codes .&his i  the 
~~~~ Y, the definitiolrr given bv Coethals and Snover [ S]. Observe that, 
for J EKWIV perfect e-code, any vertex of the graph is at ~listancc at most 
Qf 1 f m* a code vertex. 
&of. This is provf:d in tk sam way as f’5. Lenmr~ 2.1 ] using our 
Lmrraa 2.3. Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.5. 
l.xt c bc the” characteristic vector of the nearty per@ct @-code <‘in rF 
ix,. 
f ifvEC, 
ic,, = 
0 otherwise . 
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ci* t ui+ I (X) + (~~i--~)V,(X) -9 bi__ tui_ I (x, = 0 (i = 1,2, .~., d-- 1), 
so that &+A), o1 [A), c.., u&Q] t is the eigenvector of II carrmponding 
to the eigmvalue A. Biggs also shows that ui(A 1 = Ai, q(B) = B, 
(i = u,1* .*., d). 
For eachj = 0, I, l .*, e + 1 we choose a vertex zi such that i) (zI, C”, = 
J and we have \~qfC, hi) = 1 CS E C’: a(_~, ZjJ = i 11 (i = 0, I, . ..) d). 
By the minimum distance of c and by Corollary 3.1 we easily see that 
We define the (Crt +I ) X 11 matrix rj (for i = 0, 1.) . . . . e + 1) as follows: 
It is wefE knswn that a necessary condition for the existence of a perfect 
binary anode in a vectar space of dimension 11 is that u -- c zz 0 
(mod (e + I )). The corresponding result for perfect e-codes in distance- 
utar graphs iis bha t b, E 0 [mod c,, 1 ). 
Proof. By applying T; to the result of Lemma 3.2 we obtain 
(3.5) ~~T/t = 7’p = k, wherek= [l,k,k, ,..., k&. 
e r?OtiCc that (?$), = f (c E C: a@,, c) = i)] = pi&C, qI and so by 
iz independent of zj and by (3. I) and (3.2) the vectors 
c are linearly independent. H;i;;tnce the vectors 
T,r -- T,, 1 c are linearly independent and 
-.&c=k-k=Ofcwl <Se+ 1 the 
at leafst v + I. 
s -xdjk), where xG0 = vo(X) + u1 (X)+ . ..+u.(li) (0 6 i G d). z 
The proof is essentially the same as the main theorem of [ I]. 
e no’vI derive the result proved by Coethals and Snover [ 51. 
[iI i+Jj,‘i I+Wl I_.-- ---- . . . -- ._..-,_.._D_ 
00 ‘+% +(Y)3l-2 
+ (y)’ 3 =s (y)s 
[( *+4puj --q-q;- +(y) % 
W ( [ f 1+4p I __ _.._ _ .- --yI__-. . -me. -- *....I _--- [ ( 1 +iy(s-zu)] --- [ ( 1 +a)/iu) ) * O” l-a&. = IyM (‘3 i 
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Proof. The result foifows by considering the first component of (3.5) 
and using (I& )[lS = s,,. 
Roof, From Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 4. P . 
RooC The proof follows the method of f 6, Theorem 11. We trse the 
facts that k - x(k,)p(O) = k - x(k) TOc is an element of ker 2 and the set 
u ] c - T,e, . . . . Te+]C-- T,c} = fPfl)--p(O),-.,pfc+ W-P(Q) 
is a basis of ker $. The result that dim ker ,!? = e + 1 comes from Lemma 
3.3 and the (%+ 3]diagona?ity of 3. 
In [S] Smith defines the derived graph r’ of the antipodal distant=e- 
transitive graph F’ (the results which do not involve transitivity gener- 
ante-regular graphs [4j ). The vertices or” I” are the sets 
&) (tl E m) and there is an edge between the vertices 
itc) and r&j’) U I’&’ ) if and only if there are vertices 
r&4) and U’ 65 r&c’) U r,(U’) with a(& 0’) = 1. If d > 2 
al distance-regular g aph T‘, then the derived graph r,l 
Iar with diameter [f d] and valency (k, 
Proof. Let C be a nearly perfect e-code in I‘. The last component of the 
exprescion obtained in Theorem 4.3 gives 
k, = c k@(i)] d + 
i=O 
then fpU 1 I J =O(1~ige+l)andIp(O)ld=kd.Hencero(”)U~d(”) 
c, C(u E c.). 
We define the set C’ of vertices of thr krived graph T” as follows: 
I’&) u T’&) e CT’ if and only if r, (x’) hl r&x) c c7. 
If .Y( = f’o(~) LJ rd(_tq ie C’ and$ = rob!) u rdf_bq E C’ and 
a(_~‘, *v’) <: 2c + 1, then it is easy to see that there exist vertices .x‘~ E 
ro(s) u r&d, Y” E jro(,bq w r-yy) such that a(.~“, y”) < 2e + 1. This is im- 
possible sinze c has minimum distance ‘Le + 1. From the definitions of C’ 
.md it“ it follows that fC’i = IC’j (k,, + k-d) and jr’\ = iI’1 (k, + k,) so that 
we have equality in the bound. of Theorem 2.5. Kence C’ is a nearly per- 
fect e-code in r” 
5, Examples and non-existence r sults 
We conclude this paper with some examples and non-existence re- 
sults of nearly perfect codes in three infinite families of distance-re- 
gular graphs. We consider nearly perfect codes which are not perfect. 
First of all we need to define the graphs to be considered and state 
their intersection arrays and associated eigenvalues. 
(a) The graph rfm, q), for in and y not less than 2, represents the 
1~1 dimensional vector space over q ckments with q arbitrary. Two ver- 
tices of F(nt, (I) are joined by an edge if and only if they differ in one 
componcn t. I’fan, q\ has valency r~~(~ --- 1) and intersect 
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1 ..a i . . . HI-- 1 
0 q-2 I.. ifq--2) .._ (m--l)(q--2) E(y--2) . 
uz(q- 1) (IN-- 1 )(q--- 1) . . . (m--i)(y-- 1) . . . (y-- I ) * I 
In [ 11 it is shown that Il’(nt, q) has eigenvalucs m(yw-- I) - c/5, vhm 
zz ,I , . ..$ nz. Hence if v is a root of sd(x) for IYJ?z, y), then 5 = 
rrz I ((m + r+Gy) for same p E f 1, 2, . . . . nz) and so 
es. 11 181 e g is O(mod y) . 
b) Tttc k-~&m gaph 0, (k 2 2) h;i~ (if-:) vertices indexed by the 
I) sublsiets of tk se2 { I, 2 , . . . . 2k-- I ). Two vertices are joined by an 
if and only if their indexing sets are dkjcsitrt. 0, has intersection ar- 
ray 
I * 1 1 2 2 . . . [i(k--l\J f’kl i 
\ 0 k 0 k--l 0 k-l 0 k-2 0 k-2 ..*   . 0 k-[\(k--l)] [j(k+l)l * 
The ass~ia8ed cigenvalues are k, --(k- I), k-2, ..,, (-- 1 )k+l . 
ph &a, r5)(a )e 26) has (P,) vertices indexed by the \3-subst% 
of the S(;Tt ( I,?, . . ..a. Two vertices are joined by an edge if and cmly if 
their indexing sets hae !I-- 1 efements in common. Jfu, h) has valenqi 
hQu - h j and intersection array: 
f P 
.? . . . 1” . . . h” 
em 
J 8 
1 
1 
i(a- 2) b(a-26) . 
et@--6) ;6--‘* )(a--b- t ) 1:: (b-i)(a--b---i) 1:: * I 
Using results obtained by D&ark [ 3, p. 961) 
{A: X = rr(~-a- I)+ &-c-b), for u = 0, 1, 2, . ..+. 6) . 
heorem 3.4 we d&fined 
P. Hart7 mmd / I\pt’c?riy perfect CTX&S in distmce-regular graphs 51 
NQW using -vi(A) = Us + ~1 (A) + . . . ‘Vi(X)p vi(k) = ki arld ke, 1 = 
brkJca+l ‘) 
x(k) = 1 fk+...+k,_ i +k, +------- (~JC~+~ - [b,lc,+J) 
M/c,,, I 
and equality in Theorem 2.5 can be written as 
5. I : 4 = 1. UsingBu(li) = h@i) we obtain 
(5.3) x(X)= (Xz+X(c, [k/cl] -c2 [b, jc2 J --u1 )+C2[k/c2 ] ---k),$ [k/c2 1 
If r contains a nearly perfect I-code, then by Theorem 3.4, for 
b, $0 (mod c,), x(X) has two distinct roots in Spec B \ {k). 
(a) For K’(wt, q); (m- 1 )(q-- 1) f 0 (mod 2) implies that m and y are 
both ewn. Then x(X) = A(X + Z)/nt(q-- 1) has distinct roots in 
SpecB\ {M&J--~)) andso thereare{& E {1,2,...,m} such that 
ct = (~~/y)(q-- I ) and 5: = (nl/q)(q- - 1)+ S/q. Both & and 5-Z are in- 
tegral, hence q - 2. 
Hence the only nearly perfect 1 -codes in &VT, q) are the binary 
codes discussed in [ 51. 
(b) IFor 0, ; since c2 = 1 and b, z 0 (mod c2) any nearly perfect 
l-code will be perfect. These codes are dicussed in [ 61. 
(c) EorJ(t~, b), a > 2b; since (b--- l)(u-.-k-- 1) f 0 (mod 4) we have 
b $1 (mcjd 4), c1$ (b + 1) (mod 4) and we cannot have both u even and 
b odd. Sqq~se that Y is a root of x(X) then from the above there ex- 
ists 1s E t 1, 2, . . . . b ) such that u2 - &I + 1) + ah .-.- b2 = v and hence 
there is an integer x, such that 
(51.1) (a+ 1)2 - 4b(a - b) + 4v = x,2 . 
Similarly if p is the other root of x(X) there exists an integer xP such 
that 
Frona (5.1 c I ) it fdlows that 
Because of ihe restriction on ti and Q mentioned at the beginning of 
this srzction we have only a small number of cxxs to consider. We iltus- 
trate here just two cases; one results in the trivial nearly perfect I -code 
in J(5, 2) and the other case produces no code at all. The rest of the 
cases fail to give any codes arid this can be shown using the method be- 
IOW. 
Chw 1. If h E 2 (mod 4) and a z 0 (mod 4), then s(A) = 
X(X + 2)/t&z .- b). Take v = 0, p = -2;(5.1.2) has solutions xv = *3, 
*%J = 2 1, and (51.3) gives a = ZP -= 1 + (9 - 4l1)‘~~. The only possible 
nttegcr solution, a = 4, b = 2, contradicts u > 26. 
C&x 2. if b z 2 (mod 4) and Q 5 I (mod 4), then x(h) = 
Ch + Zj(h - I)fb(a -- b). Take v = - 2* p = + f ; (5. I.?) has solutions 
5 = 72, s, =+41,and(5.1.3)givesa=9,b-.t+(12--.4b)!!2.Thconly 
possible integer solution with a > Z!J isu = 5, b = 2. This corresponds 
to the !riviaf nearly perfect 1 -code in J(5,2). 
5.2; e = 2. Before we consider the existence of ncarIy+erfect Z-codes in 
e infinite famihes we prove a result which generatiscs Theorem 6.2 of 
Goethafs and Snover [ 5 1 l 
rcbsf. Since C is a nearly perfect ~-CO& 
Substituting far /C&, (52.1) becomes 
that is, 
re’l-mw +k) = pTI 
it only remains to show that ~cry vertex at distance 2 front some vcr- 
tex in C is covered by a vertex in D. 
Takerr~f’sndzEr2(u).LotC* =t\{tc)andZ2(c)= bH/r: 
a(~,,:) G 21, thee tore cz P, 
By Corollary 3.1. z is at distawtz 3 from exactly [b&t, ] = Ib, - 1 J/c3 
vertkcs af C‘ and so 
Hence II”* (z’) fi ZJu)l = 1 and z is covered by one element of T&&D. 
(a) For r( 02, y); since b, f 0 (mad c3 ), m F 2 (mud 3) anId 
y + 1 (mcxi 3). Let k = rn(y - I) z Q (mud 3), b, = (l-n - 2)(y -- 1 j = 
b (mad S), where 0 G u < 3 and 0 < b < 3. Then 
.x(X) = (A” -- A2(a -._- b + q .- 4)+ Alq(a -- b ‘-- m)+rrl+ 2b---&+2) 
+ m(q - 1 ){n -- b) - 32 )/(2m(q - 1) __- zu). 
Fram (5. 1 ), if r contains a nearly perfect kc&, then Ml + hi) E 
0 (mud q), for each root hi of x(X). Herlre 
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(5.2.3’) 3m2 + 3 JIZ c Xi f- c $)(J = 0 (mod y), and 
(52.4) m3 + m2 c Xi + m c I& + X, X? A, 3 0 (mod q) . 
(5.2-2) and (5.2.3) imply 
(52.5: m c hi + c hihi f 0 (mod q) . 
(i) If m = 0 (mod 3) and (I f 2 (mod 3), then a = 0 and 6 = 1. From 
(52.2) and (5.2.5) we have 3m - 5 1 O(mod 4) and 4m - 4~ O(modq), 
which imply that 4 divides m + 1 and 8. By substitution XT- 1) = 0 so 
that 4 divides m -- I. Mence Q = 2 and we have the case considered by 
GoethaIs and Snover [S] ; equality in Theorem 2.6 gives m = 4’- 1 and 
codes with these parameters arc the nearly perfect 2-cedes of Breparata 
t71. 
(ii) If m E 1 (mod 3) and 4 = 2(mod 31, then a = 1 and b = 2. From 
(5.2.2) and (5.2.5) we have 3m-5 = O(mod& and 4~2 - 2 = O,(modq). 
which imply that 4 divides m + 3 and 14. As in (i), x(- 1) = 0 and (I 
divides m - I. Hence 4 divides 4 which implies that 4 = 2. With (I = 2 
(5._2) implies that (m + l)(m + 2) divides 2”*‘l, and so there are no codes 
with these parameters. 
(iii) If m E O(mod 3) and (I 5 0 (mod 3), then a = 0 and b = 2. Follow.- 
ing from (5.2.2) and (5.2.5) we have 3/n--6 = O(modq) and Sm.--6 f 
O(modq), which imply that Q divides 2m and 12. But (5.2) implies that 
x(k) = i (m* (q -- 1)’ - m(q - 1 )((I - 5) - 2((1- 2)) divides qm 3n -:! since 
x(k) = 2 (mod 3), cy cannot be 3. We are left with two possibilities. 
If 4 = 6, x(k) = i (25~~” - 5m - 8) and then 
5m(5m- l)= i qr+l +8 = 8(Ye2+ 1) for some integer . 
Clearly this equatioln has no solution in integers for m = O(mod 3). If 
rl = 12,x(k)= 9121m2 - 7C’rrt -. 20) divides 2m and we can rule out this 
case as we did for Q = 6. 
(iu) If .rpt z 1 (mod 3) and 4 5 O(mo : 3), then a = 2 and b = 1. By 
15.2.2) and (5.2.5), 3~2-3 z O(mod 4) and 2m+4 s O(mod y), which 
imply that 4 divides ,m - 7 and I8. From (5.‘2.4) we have 
(m- l)(m2 -m- 4) = 0 (mod q] and since m 5 7 (mod q), 4 divides 
6.38. It follows that 16 divides 6. 
ff y = 3, then x(k) = 2m2 + m + 1 and so is not divisible by 3. 
Ify=6. thenx(X)~(B/(5m-2))(~3-3X2-~(5m----Z)X+5~~z-4)and 
the eigenvalues of F(m. 6) are 5m, 5nr-6, 5m- I 2, . . . . 5, .- 1, . . . . - m. 
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Sin;c the product of the roots of x(X) is negative arad the sum of the 
roots is 3 not more than one of the roots can be negative. Let ~11, & --y 
denote the roots of .y(X) where l)r, p, y are positive integers. Hence 
ar> S,p> %,y;;r X and 
a&--q--&f= -srn+ 2, 
c#pr= snz-4 , 
which imply 
(py --- Z)/@y +p -- y) = 42 2 s 
This is impossible since /I 3 5. 
(b) Fw 0, ; since bz f O(mod 2), k = O(mod 2) and x(X) = 
(A+ 1)(X’ +A -- Q/k. By inspecting the roots of .x(X)‘w? see that 
k= 2nr( 2n-n + l), where n;: is a positive integer. 
Since kc --r O(mod 2) wr: can apply Theorem 5.2 and obtain a perfect 
l-code in 0,. It is known (see [ 61) that a perfect l-code? in 0, is a 
(2k- 1, k _- 1, k -- 2) Steiner system and so it seems unlikely that a 
nearly perfect Z-code exi:+ts in 0, for k > 6. in fact 0, contains a 
nearly perfect 2 -code indexed by the following sets: 
123 4 5 
4 5 6 9 10 
3 5 7 8 10 
3 4 6 7 11 
2 5 6 8 11 
7 4 7 
5 3 9 
8 9 
%O 11 
1 5 3 9 11 
1 4 8 it2 11 
136 8 9 
1 2 6 7 10 
This collectiot? of sets is a 2-c 1 1,5,2) design. The next value cdF k to 
satisfy (5.2) and be of the form 2m(2m+ 1) ES k = 
5.,Q: c = 3. For Qk ; since k - .& 3 $CI(mod 2) k is odd and we find 
x(x) = (A4 + 2k3-(2k.- l)h2-- 2kh+ 2k-- 2)/2(k- 1). 
uppase that Q is a root of .x(X), then 
2k=(it4+2d+~*-2j/(~*+~-l) 
= d +a+ I - l/(d +a-- 1). 
corm 3.5, a is an element of the set f-(k- 1), k- 2, . . . . - 2, + 1) 
2k - (a* + a + 1) is integral and hence 
2 
Q: +a-l=lrl, 
two equations have soIution:s a = f 1, - 2,O and since x(Q) # 0, 
if: 0 and .I+- 2) # 0 we have a contradictionc Hence there are no . x(A) 
early perfect 3-codes isa C$. 
t wish to express my sincere thanks to Dr. D.M. Smith for his advice 
on the style and presentation of %is paper. 
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